
Welcome! Thank you for joining us for 
the 5th edition of ‘Talking Teaching and 

Learning.’
Talking Teaching 

& Learning Twitter: @EccoTeaching
Email: coaches@eccoschool.com

We want to hear from you! Email us: coaches@eccoschool.com
 Have you seen a Tweet that deserves a shout out? Let us know!
 Is there a Twitter teacher that people should follow? Let us know!
 Have you read a great T + L book? Why not write a review to share with us? 
 Got a T+L idea you want to share? Get in touch with us!

NQT + ITT SBP ideas 
Back in February, the NQT and ITT team got 
together to present and share some T+L ideas 
they had recently trialled and found to be 
effective. Some great resources were shared so 
be sure to have a read of them below. 

Shared by Jen Mann
Challenge students to design their own questions to 

consolidate their learning.  

Shared by Charlotte Garratt
Use window pens to set 

challenges for students to 
solve! 

Shared by Neil Marks
A website that generates 

bingo cards for free! Really 
useful for key term 
revision/retrieval

Shared by Nicola 
Wilkinson 

Scaffold strip to 
structure writing. 

Shared by Ruby Lindon
To analyse a large extract/poem/text, split it 

into small chunks around an A4/A3 page, 
consisting of about 3/4 lines each. 

Shared by Matt Foster
A website to monitor noise 

expectations in the classroom. 

Shared by Alex Bullock
Dominos grid to challenge 

students to find/match the answer 
to their question. 

Shared by Rebecca Barnes 
Each student is given tickets at the start of 

a task/lesson. The tickets limit student 
questions and encourage students to think 
carefully about the questions they do ask.  

Shared by Jen Mann
Simple but effective peer assessment which 

reduces repetition and encourages development.

Huge thanks to Sarah Chamberlain for 
leading a brilliant Routes session around 
personalisation back in Feb.  It involved 
baking and learning - all good fun!

mailto:coaches@eccoschool.com


A look back at the Coaches’ TOTW

Find the Fib(s)

Give students a list of ‘facts’ and get them to identify which are true 
and false. For extra challenge, ask students to correct the fibs to make 
them truths! This will require using prior knowledge and is also a good 
retrieval exercise. 

Taboo

An effective AFL 
technique to 
practise key words 
and put them into 
context. 
Pair students up 
with similar ability 
and label students A 
+ B. One describes 
the key word 
without using any of 
the words in blue 
and the other 
student guesses. 

Plickers

https://www.plickers.com/login
Use the website to generate quizzes and use the easy to print 

cards to get students to respond. A great way to get immediate 
feedback in a lesson. All data is saved to a spreadsheet so 
misconceptions can be addressed for individual pupils. 

Roll it
Pupils roll the dice to choose a 
column and then roll again to decide 
the row. They then answer this 
question highlighting the box in their 
colour if they get it correct. Person 
with the most boxes highlighted 
wins. 

Only Connect

Get pupils to 
identify links 
between key words 
to demonstrate 
understanding. 

Japan Cosmopolitan Spaghetti 
Bol

Cricket

Pizza Mojito Tennis China

Thailan
d

Football Russia Stew

Cuba 
Libre

Burrito Snooker Pornstar
Martini

Have you tried any AFL 
activities that have worked 
well? Email them to 
coaches@eccoschool.com

https://www.plickers.com/login


AFL ideas to try this half term…

Spanish Inquisition Protestant 1567

Alba Phillip II Troubles

Channel 1558 Catholic

Sea Beggars Exile Genoese

Emoji Exit Ticket

Encourage students to reflect on their learning 

by choosing an emoji and justifying their 

choice. 

Last half term, the coaches ran a CPD session for the ITT/NQTs. Here are some of the best ideas for 

you to try in your classroom. 
Key word scrabble

Challenge students to create as many words 
as they can from a certain topic or to create 
the highest scoring word. 

Question Spin 

Spread out questions 

or sentence starters 

around a picture or 

stimulus. Students 

use their pencil as an 

spinner and answer 

whichever one it 

lands on. 

BINGO! 

Students select key words from a list 

(usually 3 – 6). The teacher calls out 

the definitions for the key words and 

pupils cross off the ones they have. 

The first student to cross off all their 

key words shouts BINGO!

Post it Plenary

Students, in pairs, are given an 

envelope and a piece of paper. 

They write a progress quiz based 

on the lesson or topic. They could 

also create a mark scheme. They 

then post their quiz to another 

pair in the class for them to 

answer.

Visualisers

Keep an eye out for a T&L briefing coming soon on the use of 

visualisers. There is so much effective practice to be shared from the 

use of these, great for AFL. Coming soon to Ecco!



At our recent Routes CPD session, staff explored ideas to promote 
personalisation and differentiation. Thanks to KG for leading!

www.i-heart-edu.com/differentiation-with-ninja-challenges

Choice 

Marking and Feedback Following a seating plan, effective feedback 

can be one of the most sophisticated forms of differentiation that you can offer 
your students.

Scaffolding

Knowledge Organisers 
Support students with knowledge organisers which outline the key 
content they need to know. 

Takeaway Homework #TakeAwayHmk

MINT – Know 

your class! 

You can find these ideas 
and lots more in the T and L 
area of the MLE. 

Superstar tweeters!
Teachertoolkit
@KKNTeachLearn
@LessonToolbox
@Mr Fitzgibbon
@Qwiqrfeedback



• A huge thank you to Sarah 
Chamberlain for organising the 
‘Observe me’ project in recent 
weeks. Over 20 colleagues 
signed up and the programme 
is now in full swing.

• We look forward to the 
celebratory lunch which will 
take place on Thurs 18th April. 
. This will be a chance to share 
best practice and discuss what 
we have seen.  The winners of 
the recent draw were Hannah 
Cotton, Charlotte Garratt and 
Lindy Marsden – well done!

Observe me project 2019

This challenge will begin on Monday 15th

April and will run until Friday 25th April. 
Easter treats for all participants!

Thursday, 18th April

Trial and send a photo 
of your class 

completing a task 
from KG’s 

personalisation 
session.

Create an Easter 
‘revision style’ 
resource and email 
it to the coaches.

Create an 
eggcellent

‘Easter themed’ 
AFL strategy

Send us a 
photo of 
you using 
any Tip of 
the Week 
strategy.

Tuesday, 16th April

Wednesday, 17th April

Monday, 15th April

Easter Challenge

Have you seen the re-launch of Class 
of the Week? We will be announcing 
winners every Tuesday in T&L briefing 
and all winners will be visited by SLT 
and be rewarded with stationery. Get 
ready to get your nominations in! 

Well done to Kay Brentnall and Luke 
Hemingway’s classes for winning the 
first two rounds. 

COTW



Easter Challenge

Send a photo of you 
doing revision/DIRT 
with your Y11s.

Tuesday, 23rd April

Wednesday, 24th April

Thursday, 25th April

Friday, 26th April

Use a stretch and 
challenge task taken 
from any teaching and 
learning newsletter.

Promote reading and 
extended writing and 
send us a picture or 
the resource you use 

Promote 
numeracy  

and send us 
a picture or 

the 
resource 
you use 

Huge thank you to Rachael Bird and her team for organising another brilliant 
World Book Day last month. It was fab to see so many of our colleagues 
promoting a love of reading. Lots of questions from students and great fun!


